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Abstract— Nowadays, process and chemical industries are 

sophisticated by employing closed loop feedback 

controllers. The predominantly used closed loop controller 

in industries is PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) 

controller. It has many advantages over the P and PI 

controller. It has faster response, takes into an account any 

changes in the process variable and also reduces the steady 

state error value. Hence the system tries to reach its set point 

quickly. Here the tuning of PID controller is done by various 

tuning methods. The major purpose of this paper is, to find 

out which tuning technique will yield the lowest overshoot 

percentage and shortest settling time for all situations for the 

given temperature process. It will give an engineer a good 

starting point to further adjust the parameters to achieve the 

desired design criteria. Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) method is 

generally used for tuning PID controller. But it has some 

demerits compared with other tuning methods which yield 

an overshoot and long settling time. When we use C-C 

method (Cohen-Con) for tuning of the controller, it reduces 

the overshoot and settling time. Likewise we are tuning the 

PID controller with various tuning techniques (Ziegler-

Nichols method, Tyreus-Luyben method, Cohen and con 

method, and Chien-Hrones-Reswick method) for examine 

the response of each method and finalised the best controller 

based on its result 
Key words: Z-N, C-C, CHR, T-L, PID, System 

identification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The proportional integral derivative controller (PID 

controller) is a control loop feedback mechanism widely 

used in industrial control systems. A PID controller 

calculates an error value as the difference between current 

process variable and desired set point. The controller 

attempts to minimize the error by adjusting the process 

parameters by changing manipulated variables. The PID 

controller algorithm involves three separate controller 

parameters, and is sometimes called three term control. The 

proportional, integral and derivative terms denoted as Kp, Ki 

and Kd. Kp depends on the present error, Ki on the 

accumulation of past errors, and Kd is prediction of future 

errors, based on current rate of change of error. The 

weighted sum of these three actions is controlled via a 

control element such as the position of a control valve, a 

damper, or the power supplied to a heating element.  In the 

absence of knowledge of the underlying process, a PID 

controller has historically been considered to be the best 

controller. By tuning the three parameters in the PID 

controller algorithm, the controller can provide control 

action designed for specific process requirements. The 

response of the controller can be described in terms of the 

responsiveness of the controller to an error, the degree to 

which the controller overshoots the set point, and the degree 

of system oscillation. Note that the use of the PID algorithm 

for control does not guarantee optimal control of the system 

or system stability. 

II.  TEMPRATURE PROCESS 

Temperature control is a process in which changes of 

temperature of a plant (and objects collectively there within) 

is measured or otherwise detected, and the passage of heat 

energy into or out of the plant is adjusted to achieve a 

desired average temperature. Temperature can be measured 

or detected by using suitable temperature sensors mounted 

in the plant. Here we are using a tank which is filled with 

liquid. The temperature of the tank is measured by using two 

thermocouples. The tank is filled up with a liquid and is 

fitted with a heater for supplying heat energy to the medium. 

Here the aim of this paper is to control the temperature of 

the liquid in the tank. The tank consists of temperature 

sensor, comparator and controller. The temperature sensor is 

connected to an ADC (Analog–to-Digital converter), which 

converts the analog output values of the temperature sensor 

into digital values, that can be read by the controller, which 

collectively forms the temperature input unit. And a SSR 

(Solid State Relay) forms the controller output unit. The 

heat energy to the liquid in the tank is provided by the 

conversion of electrical energy into thermal energy using a 

heater. The electrical terminal of the heater is connected 

with the relay circuit. The temperature of the tank is 

controlled by controlling the electrical energy given to the 

heat. And the measured temperature value is compared with 

set point value and according to that, the temperature of the 

tank will be changed.  

III. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

 The dynamic behaviour of the process with respect to 

various inputs is known as SI (System Identification). It is 

established by using two methods. One is mathematical 

modelling and other is pragmatic modelling. The 

mathematical modelling of a physical system is known as 

transfer function. It shows the relationship between input - 

output and dynamic behaviour of the system. This 

temperature process is modelled pragmatically and is used 

to find the true behaviour of the system. It gathers the 

information from experimental setup to define the 

mathematical model of the system. The transfer function of 

the temperature process is designed by process variables. 

The temperature of the liquid in the tank that has to be 

controlled is fixed with heater and temperature sensor. It is a 

first order process with dead time (FOPDT).  

                                 G(S) = 
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Fig. 1.0 

        In various processes, we come across 

situations where we need to maintain the temperature 

constantly. Controlling of constant temperature in process 

industries are major problem for engineers. Whenever the 

external disturbance is affecting the process parameter, the 

desired set value is affected. To maintain the constant 

temperature over a process, we need controller unit. Initially 

the controlled variable is measured by using appropriate 

sensors in the process. This sensor provides us a current 

temperature value, which is compared with set value and 

difference is found. This value is converted into electrical or 

pneumatic signal. This signal actuates the controller and it 

takes an action upon the manipulated variable. We have to 

find appropriate place for locating a controller. Normally 

temperature process is a non linear process. In this process, 

we have delay time. Transfer function of the temperature 

process is given below, 

                          G(S) =
 

     
     

It has Kp value of 7 and time constant (tau) 12 sec 

and dead time of 1 sec. This delay time shows that after 

giving an input to the system, the sensor will start to respond 

to the change in temperature value after 1 sec of time 

interval. The system itself has the gain of 7. Time constant 

shows that, output reaches 63.2% of desired value at the 12 

sec.  

IV. CONVENTIONAL CONTROLLER DESIGN 

Our ultimate aim is to design a PID controller for the 

temperature process that already we have discussed above. 

We have to find controller parameters Kp, Ki and Kd values 

by using various tuning method which is used in industries 

over a fifty years. First we are going for ZN method. We 

already have formula for calculating Kp, Ki and Kd values. 

A. Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Chart 

 
Kc TI TD 

P control Ku/2 - - 

PI control Ku/2.2 Pu/1.2 - 

PID control Ku/1.7 Pu/2 Pu/8 

  For finding Ti and Td value, we need Ku and Pu 

values. The value of Ku and Pu has found from the root locus 

and bode phase response. By substituting these values in the 

equation we can get the corresponding Ti and Td value. 

After finding the Ti and Td values substitute these 

values in equation for finding Ki and Kd value. 

           Kd= Kc*Td                    Ki= Kc/Ti 

After finding these values, we have to substitute 

these values in the general PID equation,  

                     

      U (t) = Kp [  ( )  
 

  
∫  ( )     

  ( )

  
 

 

 
 ] 

Now the system response is based on the control 

action taken upon its manipulated variable by the controller. 

It has response with overshoot and long settling time. Next 

method of designing a controller is Cohen-con. It is another 

proposed method for designing controller. We have set of 

rules and formula for designing a controller using Cohen 

and con. 

B. Cohen and con 

Controlle

rs 

Controller 
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Ti=2.5

  
         

         
 

 

Td=

      
 

         
 

By using this formula we can find Kp, Ti, Td 

values. Already we know the general formula for PID 

controller. After substituting these values, the controller is 

ready to take an action upon the disturbance in the system as 

well as step changes applied to the system.  

CHR (Chien-Hrones-Reswick) tuning method is 

most widely used in industries for designing a controller to 

dynamic system. We need to find out the delay time and 

time constant for designing the controller. 

C. Chien-Hrones-Reswick Auto tuning Method 

The following tables show the Chien-Hrones-Reswick 

recommendations for each tuning formula: 

Regulator – 0% overshoot 

Controller Kc Ti Td 

P 0.3TP/  — — 

PI 0.6TP/  4  — 

PID 0.95TP/  2.4  0.42  

Where TP is the time constant and  is the dead time. 
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Regulator – 20% overshoot 

Controller Kc Ti Td 

P 0.7TP/  — — 

PI 0.7TP/  2.3  — 

PID 1.2TP/  2  0.42  

Where TP is the time constant and  is the dead time. 

Servo – 0% overshoot 

7 Kc Ti Td 

P 0.3TP/  — — 

PI 0.35TP/  1.2  — 

PID 0.6TP/   0.5  

Where TP is the time constant and  is the dead time. 

Servo – 20% overshoot 

Controller Kc Ti Td 

P 0.7TP/  — — 

PI 0.6TP/   — 

PID 0.95TP/  1.4  0.47  

Where TP is the time constant and  is the dead time.  

We need to have both Tp and tau value for 

designing a PID controller. Here Tp and tau values have 

taken from the step response of the transfer function 

directly. After substituting appropriate value in general 

equation of PID we simulate the system. It has large 

overshoot and settling time. When we compared this 

response with other controller, it has many demerits. So it is 

not perfect controller for our process. So we are going for 

next tuning method. 

Tyreus-luyben tuning method is used in industries 

for designing a controller for complex systems. It gives best 

tuning parameters and as a result of it, we can get best 

controller action for various processes. Particularly for this 

process we are getting satisfactory controller response by 

using this method. The formula for finding tuning parameter 

is given below. 

D. Tyreus-Luyben Tuning Chart 

    Kc TI TD 

PI control Ku/3.2 2.2 Pu - 

PID control Ku/2.2 2.2 Pu Pu/6.3 

Like Z-N method, here also we need the value of 

both Ku and Pu. This value is taken from the bode phase 

response and root locus plot. By substituting these values in 

equation we can get best tuning parameter values. These 

values then substituted in the general equation of controller. 

After that the system’s response curve has been tracked and 

the response is noted.  

               This graph shows the response of PID controller 

action over the process. This controller has minimum 

overshoot and settling time of 12 sec. 

V.  RESULT AND COMPARISON 

We depicted the performance of the controller for the 

temperature process. We have tabulated all the values based 

on their performance. After comparing the time domain 

specification and performance index values, we can come to 

the conclusion based upon their performance. 

 

Fig. 2 
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e 
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ak 
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ZN-

PID 
2.13 

1.40

4 

0.80

9 

0.8

7 
6.93 55.5 

2.2

2 

CHR 
1.02

86 

0.51

4 

0.05

51 

1.1

8 
17.9 63.2 

4.0

7 

C-C 
2.32

13 

0.97

89 
0.81 

0.8

08 
4.32 38.7 

1.9

4 

T-L 
1.10

94 

0.16

62 

0.53

42 

2.1

8 
12.2 7.05 6 

Table 1 

Method IAE ISE ITAE MSE 

ZN-PID 10.0013 12.7421 3.0025 1.2742 

CHR 10.5623 7.7708 4.6608 1.1184 

C-C 9.8108 12.9137 2.8239 1.2708 

T-L 10.0194 9.6805 3.7759 1.0698 

Table 2 

             The above diagram and tabulated values helped us 

to decide which controller is best among them. In this graph 

we can notice that there are four response curve plotted 

against time. Each curve represents the behaviour of the 

controller based on their method of tuning methods. The 

response is different for different controller. It has different 

time domain and performance index values. This value 

depends upon the controller parameter that has been tuned 

by specific method. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 The controller design for the first order temperature process 

with delay time and Simulation of controller has been done 
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by using matlab for ZN-PID, CHR, C-C and T-L methods, 

which are proposed for first order plus delay time (FOPDT) 

transfer function. The comparison is made in terms of 

performance indices. From the graph, it implies that T-L 

method provides better controller action over the process. so 

t-l controller is a best controller for over temperature 

process. 
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